
Submission to the Amendments to the Draft Development Plan 
Volume 2: Settlement Guide and Settlement Plan 
26. Limerick Junction Service Centre. 
  

I note the response of the CEO in relation to the submission seeking a detailed masterplan to 
support Limerick Junction as a growth centre in the CDP. 

It is accepted that the proposal is premature, and the current designation of Limerick Junction 
as a Service Centre is currently appropriate. 

I also confirm that I am in favour of the proposed additional strengthening of the objectives: 

▪ S06 to support growth at the location as a Rail Freight and distribution centre. 

▪ S07 to support growth identified at Tipperary Racecourse. 

The amendments now proposed (which identifies and supports employment growth) should not 
be adopted in isolation from the resulting growth in demand for residential housing. 

Arising from the proposed amendments to objectives under Village Centre and Economic 
Development contained in the CEOs report, it is submitted that there is a need for additional 
clarification and support for the growth in residential housing that will arise. 

It is submitted that additional clarification text (highlighted in bold) should be included as follows: 

Village Centre and Economic Development 

Limerick Junction has been designated as a Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy 
for the County, in recognition of strategic potential of the village to provide services, 
social and community infrastructure, as well the strategic role of the train station for the 
surrounding hinterlands. It is important that vitality and vibrancy of the village centre is 
enhanced and protected and that a range of mix of housing is supported. The 
racecourse, hotel and golf course generate significant employment for the surrounding 
areas, and the development of these assets will be supported to provide employment 
opportunities. 

Additional text should be added to the existing objective: 

▪ S01: To seek to ensure the delivery of sustainable neighbourhoods with an appropriate 
mix of house types, amenities, and services as part of new residential development to 
cater for the housing needs of the community and any growth in local employment.” 

▪ SO9: To facilitate the comprehensive consolidation of the village core and, where 
appropriate, expansion to the backland areas and support a range of new housing. 

These proposed amendments are non-material, but consequential to the proposed amendments 
to S06 and S07 of the Amended Draft Plan, recognizing that employment growth in the 
settlement will result in an increase in the need for additional housing.  

I trust that the submission will be positively supported and provide additional planning guidance 
for the future  


